
About iGi Partners :

iGi Partners imported Holacracy from the 
United States for distribution in France and 
Europe (French and English). It is one of 
3 companies around the world to be able 
to provide Holacracy services. Its team’s 
skills and talents serve organisations so 
that they can take advantage of this new 
form of governance that is adapted to 
the 21st century. iGi Partners’ purpose is 
a “PowerShift enabled by Excellence in 
Holacracy” to provide state-of-the-art 
training, support and coaching on this 
managerial technology. IGI Partners are 
constantly perfecting their work, notably by 
applying Holacracy in their own structure for 
over six years.

Serious Game?

PowerShift 
by Holacracy®

Price & Inscriptions:
http://igipartners.com/powershift

   Holacracy, what are the stakes? Bernard Marie Chiquet, 
founder of IGI Partners

   Key points in how Holacracy works and its benefits. 
Feedback from organisations that are already using it:

 Christophe Mistou, Director of KingFisher Sourcing & Offer

 Yves Pellegrino, VP for Finance & Controlling at Danone

 Isabelle Baur, Chair of the Board of Scarabée Biocoop

 Philippe Pinault, CEO of TalkSpirit

 Mike Foulds, Brand Manager at B&Q (UK)

  François-Laurent Facquez, Director General of Services at SIAV 
(Syndicat Intercommunal d’Assainissement de Valenciennes)

   Videoconference with Brian Robertson, founder of Holacracy 
One and John Bunch, Holacracy deployment manager at 
Zappos

   Refined breaks and dinettes for informal, complementary 
discussions

For the:

Highlights of the event

   Implementation of Holacracy at Scarabée, the Biocoop network 
in Rennes with 4 department stores, 3 restaurants, 1 caterer and 
1 culinary laboratory

  Release of the book “Holacracy” by Brian Robertson

The 21st century is calling into question the pyramid organisation 
and managers. No more Taylorism, it’s time for innovation so that 
organisations can gain newfound flexibility and performances.

In this context, Holacracy is arousing curiosity and questions: Can an 
organisation really work without a boss? Does Holacracy eliminate 
all forms of hierarchy? Is the circle structure compatible with large 
organisations? Does it work for employees to have several roles rather 
than a job description? Is this American invention compatible with 
European culture? And how do you spell Holacracy, what are its roots? 
In a word, is it a “Serious Game”?

It is time to open up the debate, to listen to those people who apply, test 
and apply this form of governance in their organisations. IGI Partners 
invite you to come and discuss Holacracy, the social technology that 
everyone is talking about.
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